
Notes for Genre Group 01/26/16 

Adrenaline Suspense: Lone Wolves  

BENCHMARK:  61 Hours Lee Child 

Benchmark: Appeal Factors 

Character- Jack Reacher 

Military background. A special set of skills and a code that means he cannot stand by and 

allow bad things to happen to innocent people. 

Pacing- A clear timing mechanism with the count down. 

The plot progresses with a clear set of goals achieved 

Short sentences and chapters 

Dialog is snappy and to the point. 

Tone-A constant undertone of menace in a claustrophobic setting. 

Elective Titles: [See below for submitted reviews on these titles.] 

Christine: Steve Berry: The Cotton Malone series- Not as super heroish as Jack Reacher. 

Like Reacher, Cotton Malone is ex-military with skills. 

Lincoln Myth – Involves a theory that Lincoln and Brigham Young met and discussed 

whether or not Utah is a part of the Union. Modern LDS church looking for written proof that 

Utah can succeed. 

Tatiana: Sunset Espress –an Elvis Cole & Joe Pike novel – Robert Crais 

Elvis Cole calls himself “The World’s Greates Detective”. He is more engaging and willing to 

engage in relationships. These deal with legal issues and might appeal to people who enjoy 

Grisham. Each of the characters in these books could be lone wolves, but they chose to be 

each other’s back-up.  

  



Joe Pike (The Watchman) is very much a lone wolf. A real match for Jack Reacher fans. 

Many skills ant he same kind of code saying that if someone is in trouble he will do 

whatever he can. He is also a loyal friend and business partner to Elvis Cole. 

[Leane’s Note:  It can be argued that these are not Lone Wolf novels—Pike’s The 

Watchman is a better example of the subgenre—however it is Pike & Cole’s training and 

skill set and their “code” that makes them Lone Wolves—they could do it alone—they just 

have better backups than some.] 

Beth: Dark Tide – Andrew Gross 

Ti is a lone wolf policeman. A romance develops with Kieren the widow of a hedge-fund 

manager who is killed by a terrorist. 

Jessica: Ice Cold Kill – Dana Haynes 

A female James Bond type lone wolf adrenaline junkie. Israelis are attacking other Israelis 

of Ashkenazi background. There also Palestinian vs. Jewish lines to the plot. Could be 

controversial. Best to tell the patron upfront. 

Michelle: The Gray Man – Mark Greaney 

An elite assassin is betrayed and he goes on the hunt to find out who is responsible. More 

emphasis on weaponry than character. Some anti-Muslim issues. Deep military/ weapon 

detail. 

Jim: The Wolf – Lorenzo Carcaterra 

Vincent “The Wolf” Martelli who’s wife and daughters die in a terrorist act. He is the head of 

an international crime syndicate making him more of an anti-hero. He’s going after the 

Mexican and Russian mob because they are the ones who funded the terrorist act that killed 

his family.  

Leane:The Killing Kind – Chris Holm 

Assassin – code protects and defends with a particular skill set. He is a hitman who only 

kills other hitmen. Adversaries very well drawn. Not a cozy read. 
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